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Michael Connelly - The Harry Bosch Collection
(ebook) 2011-12-15
in a city of a million tales detective bosch reads those written in
blood fourteen crime novels from bestseller michael connelly connelly
is a crime writing genius independent on sunday contains the black
echo the black ice the concrete blonde the last coyote trunk music
angels flight a darkness more than night city of bones lost light the
narrows the closers echo park the overlook nine dragons

Introducing Harry Bosch 2020-10-22
a superb natural storyteller lee child the black echo lapd detective
harry bosch is a loner and a nighthawk one sunday he gets a call out
on his pager a body has been found in a drainage tunnel off mulholland
drive hollywood at first sight it looks like a routine drugs overdose
case but the one new puncture wound amid the scars of old tracks
leaves bosch unconvinced to make matters worse harry bosch recognises
the victim billy meadows was a fellow tunnel rat in vietnam running
against the vc and the fear they all used to call the black echo bosch
believes he let down billy meadows once before so now he is determined
to bring the killer to justice the black ice when a body is found in a
hotel room reporters are soon all over the case it appears to be a
missing lapd narcotics detective apparently gone to the bad the
rumours were that he had been selling a new drug called black ice that
had been infiltrating los angeles from the mexican cartel the lapd are
quick to declare the death a suicide but harry bosch is not so sure
there are odd mysteries and unexplained details from the crime scene
which just don t add up fighting an attraction to the detective s
widow bosch starts his own maverick investigation which soon leads him
over the borders and into a dangerous world of shifting identities
police politics and deadly corruption the concrete blonde when lapd
detective harry bosch shot and killed norman church the dollmaker the
police were convinced it marked the end of the search for one of the
city s most bizarre serial killers but four years later norman church
s widow is taking bosch to court accusing him of killing the wrong man
to make matters worse bosch has just received a note eerily
reminiscent of the ones the dollmaker used to taunt him with giving
him a location where a body can be found is the dollmaker still alive
or is this the work of a vicious copycat killer determined to repeat
the dollmaker s grisly feats and destroy bosch s career in the process

Angle of Investigation 2011-11-01
lapd detective harry bosch tackles three tough cases that span a



legendary career in this never before collected trio of stories in
christmas even the case of a burglar killed in mid heist leads bosch
to retrace a link to his past in father s day bosch investigates a
young boy s seemingly accidental death and confronts his own fears as
a father in angle of investigation bosch delves into one of the first
homicides he ever worked back as a uniformed rookie patrolman a case
that was left unsolved for decades together these gripping stories
span bosch s controversial career at the lapd and show the evolution
of the haunted legendary investigator he would become utterly
unputdownable they are proof that connelly never stops doling out the
suspense once it grabs you in those first few pages it won t let go of
you boston globe

The Harry Bosch Novels: Volume 2 2003-11-01
the last coyote lapd homicide detective harry bosch is suspended from
the force for attacking his commanding officer unable to remain idle
he investigates the long unsolved murder of a hollywood prostitute
trunk music harry returns to the force to investigate the murder of a
movie producer with mafia ties up against both the lapd s organized
crime unit and the mob harry follows the money trail to las vegas
where the case becomes personal angels flight the murder of a
prominent african american attorney who made his career suing the
police for racism and brutality means that harry s friends and
associates have become suspects and he must work closely with longtime
enemies suspicious of his maverick ways to investigate them together
for the first time these three chilling pulse pounding novels chart
the volatile breakneck career of the sleuth the new york post calls
the quintessential mystery book hero and prove that michael connelly s
harry bosch novels are the most impressive body of work by any writer
of crime thrillers now active washington post

The Harry Bosch Novels 2009
three great novels in one volume from the unstoppable international
bestseller

The Harry Bosch Mysteries 2008
contains three harry bosch novels the black echo a body found in a
tunnel off mulholland drive looks like a routine drugs overdose case
but one new puncture wound amidst the scars of old tracks leaves lapd
detective harry bosch unconvinced to make matters worse bosch
recognises the victim billy meadows was a fellow tunnel rat in vietnam
bosch believes he let down billy once before so now he is determined
to bring the killer to justice the black ice when the body of a



missing lapd narcotics officer is found rumours soon emerge that he
had been selling a new drug called black ice from mexico the lapd are
quick to declare the death as a suicide but bosch is not so sure
fighting an attraction to the cop s widow bosch starts his own
maverick investigation which soon leads him over the borders and into
a dangerous world of shifting identities and deadly corruption the
concrete blonde when bosch shot and killed norman church he was
convinced it marked the end of the search for one of the city s most
bizarre serial killers but four years later church s widow is taking
bosch to court accusing him of killing the wrong man to make matters
worse bosch has just received a note eerily reminiscent of the ones
the killer used to taunt him with as he battles to clear his name in
court bosch faces a desperate race against time to find the killer

Suicide Run: Three Harry Bosch Stories
2011-09-27
lapd detective harry bosch as we ve never seen him before in an
exclusive ebook containing three compelling short stories in suicide
run the apparent suicide of a beautiful young starlet turns out to be
much more sinister than it seems in cielo azul bosch is haunted by a
long ago closed case the murder of a teenage girl who was never
identified as her killer sits on death row bosch tries one last time
to get the answers he has sought for years in one dollar jackpot bosch
works the murder of a professional poker player whose skills have made
her more than one enemy whether investigating a cold case or fresh
blood bosch relentlessly pursues his quarry always on the lookout for
the tell in this first collection of harry bosch stories michael
connelly once again demonstrates that he is the greatest living
american crime writer mirror

Lost Light 2003-04-01
in this new york times bestseller retired lapd detective harry bosch
wants justice for a murdered production assistant but without his
police badge can he take down a powerful and ruthless killer the
vision has haunted him for four years a young woman lying crumpled in
death her hand outstretched in silent supplication harry bosch was
taken off the angella benton murder case when the production assistant
s death was linked with the violent theft of two million dollars from
a movie set both files were never closed now retired from the l a p d
bosch is determined to find justice for angella without a badge to
open doors and strike fear into the guilty he s on his own and even in
the face of an opponent more powerful and ruthless than any he s ever
encountered bosch is not backing down



The Narrows 2009-12-23
he s back private investigator harry bosch confronts a villain who s
long been in hiding a fiend known as the poet former fbi agent rachel
walling is working a dead end stint in south dakota when she gets the
call she s been dreading for four years the poet is back and he has
not forgotten rachel he has a special present for her harry bosch is
adjusting to life in las vegas as a private investigator and a new
father he gets a call too from the widow of a friend who died recently
previously in his fbi career the friend worked on the famous case
tracking the killer known as the poet this fact alone makes some of
the elements of his death doubly suspicious and harry bosch is heading
straight into the path of the most ruthless and inventive murderer he
has ever encountered

Angle of Investigation: Three Harry Bosch Short
Stories 2011-10-11
lapd detective harry bosch tackles a trio of tough cases in an
exclusive ebook containing three compelling short stories in christmas
even the case of a burglar killed in mid heist leads bosch to retrace
a link to his past in father s day bosch investigates a young boy s
seemingly accidental death and confronts his own fears as a father in
angle of investigation bosch delves into one of the first homicides he
ever worked back as a uniformed rookie patrolman a case that was left
unsolved for decades together these gripping stories span bosch s
controversial career at the lapd and show the evolution of the haunted
legendary investigator he would become utterly unputdownable they are
proof that connelly is a crime writing genius independent on sunday

Angels Flight 2009-12-23
a lawyer is found murdered on the eve of a landmark trial at the foot
of angels flight in the heart of downtown los angeles the superb sixth
harry bosch novel from the award winning no 1 bestselling author bosch
tv starts february 2015 harry bosch finds himself yet again in charge
of a case that no one else will touch this time his job is to nail the
killer of hot shot black lawyer howard elias elias has been found
murdered on the eve of going to court on behalf of michael harris a
man the lapd believes guilty of the rape and murder of a twelve year
old girl elias had let it be known that the aim of his civil case was
not only to reveal the real killer but to target and bring down the
racist cops who beat up his client during a violent interrogation now
it s all down to bosch and he s got to take a long hard look at some
of his colleagues in a police department that is rife with suspicion



and hatred

The Harry Bosch Mysteries 2000
connelly s great series detective the maverick harry bosch is
introduced in these first three novels of the series collected into
one convenient volume

The Harry Bosch Novels Volume 5. 2012-11
three great novels in one volume from the worldwide bestseller michael
connelly the overlook sees harry bosch plunged into the dangerous
world of international terrorism when a physicist is murdered in la it
seems the killer has no fear of publicity leaving the body on the
mulholland overlook a site with a stunning view over the city and when
it s discovered that the victim turned over a quantity of a lethal
chemical to his killer before he died harry knows he has more than
just a single death to worry about alongside the forces of homeland
security harry realizes he must solve the murder or face unimaginable
consequences in nine dragons the shooting of a chinese liquor store
owner in la brings harry bosch back to the rodney king riots and the
moment a stranger gave a young cop sanctuary now the debt must be
repaid and harry soon discovers the old man s death was no ordinary
holdup homing in on clues disregarded by the cops on the scene harry
builds a picture of corruption and intimidation with the local triads
at the heart of it but as he tries to build a case and breach the
impenetrable wall of silence in the local community he finds he is
taking a dragon by the tail a dragon whose talons reach well beyond la
and even the states suddenly the most precious thing in harry s life
is under threat and he will need to leave the familiarity of his home
turf alone and without backup if he is going to stop his worst
nightmare from happening harry bosch is facing the end of the line in
the drop he s been put on the deferred retirement option plan and
given three years before his retirement is enforced seeing the end of
the mission coming he s anxious for cases he doesn t have to wait long
first a cold case gets a dna hit for a rape and murder which points
the finger at a 29 year old convicted rapist who was only eight at the
time of the murder then a city councilman s son is found dead fallen
or pushed from a hotel window and he insists on bosch taking the case
despite the two men s history of enmity the cases are unrelated but
they twist around each other like the double helix of a dna strand one
leads to the discovery of a killer operating in the city for as many
as three decades the other to a deep political conspiracy that reached
back into the dark history of the police department



The Burning Room 2015-05-01
a bullet takes ten years to find its mark now bosch must find the
killer

The Black Box 2012-11-26
in this superb thriller detective harry bosch links the bullet from a
recent crime to the unsolved killing of a young female photographer
during the 1992 l a riots wall street journal in a case that spans 20
years harry bosch links the bullet from a recent crime to a file from
1992 the killing of a young female photographer during the l a riots
harry originally investigated the murder but it was then handed off to
the riot crimes task force and never solved now bosch s ballistics
match indicates that her death was not random violence but something
more personal and connected to a deeper intrigue like an investigator
combing through the wreckage after a plane crash bosch searches for
the black box the one piece of evidence that will pull the case
together riveting and relentlessly paced the black box leads harry
bosch one of the greats of crime fiction new york daily news into one
of his most fraught and perilous cases

Trunk Music 2009-12-23
harry bosch is back at the lapd in homicide after disciplinary leave
but his first case proves to be one of the most difficult in the
wooded hills overlooking the hollywood bowl he opens the trunk of a
white rolls royce and finds a corpse it looks like a simple case of
trunk music the execution style of the mafia where the victim is shot
in his own vehicle but the victim is la movie producer tony aliso and
the mob weren t the only ones after him bosch finds himself up against
the fbi and back in the arms of a beautiful ex felon it s starting to
look like harry s first case back in homicide is in danger of being
his last

The Wrong Side of Goodbye 2016-11-01
in this 1 new york times bestseller california s newest private
investigator detective harry bosch must track down a missing heir
while helping a police department connect the dots on a dangerous cold
case harry bosch is california s newest private investigator he doesn
t advertise he doesn t have an office and he s picky about who he
works for but it doesn t matter his chops from thirty years with the
lapd speak for themselves soon one of southern california s biggest
moguls comes calling the reclusive billionaire is nearing the end of
his life and is haunted by one regret when he was young he had a



relationship with a mexican girl his great love but soon after
becoming pregnant she disappeared did she have the baby and if so what
happened to it desperate to know whether he has an heir the dying
magnate hires bosch the only person he can trust with such a vast
fortune at stake harry realizes that his mission could be risky not
only for himself but for the one he s seeking but as he begins to
uncover the haunting story and finds uncanny links to his own past he
knows he cannot rest until he finds the truth at the same time unable
to leave cop work behind completely he volunteers as an investigator
for a tiny cash strapped police department and finds himself tracking
a serial rapist who is one of the most baffling and dangerous foes he
has ever faced swift unpredictable and thrilling the wrong side of
goodbye shows that michael connelly continues to amaze with his
consistent skill and sizzle cleveland plain dealer

City of Bones 2006-10-02
on new year s day a dog finds a bone in the hollywood hills and
unearths a murder committed more than twenty years earlier it s a cold
case but for detective harry bosch it stirs up memories of his
childhood as an orphan he can t let it go as the investigation takes
bosch deeper into the past a beautiful rookie cop brings him alive in
the present no official warning can break them apart or prepare bosch
for the explosions when the case takes a few hard turns suddenly all
of l a is in an uproar and bosch fighting to keep control is driven to
the brink of an unimaginable decision

ブラックボックス下 2017-05
ロス暴動の夜 外国人女性ジャーナリストはなぜ殺されたのか アメリカ社会の抱える病巣を抉り出し 未解決事件の深い闇に迫る

The Closers 2009-12-23
after three years as a pi harry bosch returns to the lapd the superb
page turning eleventh bosch novel from the award winning no 1
bestselling author harry is back assigned to the lapd s open unsolved
unit with his former cop ally and partner kizmin rider these
detectives are the closers they are thrown into a politically
sensitive and dangerous case when a white supremacist is connected to
the 1988 murder of a mixed race girl the police department has changed
but one thing hasn t harry s nemesis irving the former deputy chief
has been pushed from power and given a virtually meaningless new role
full of vengeance irving calls harry a retread he watches from the
sidelines like an injured bear hoping harry will make a mistake



The Harry Bosch Novels, Volume 3 2010-11-03
for the first time in one volume the three novels that take harry
bosch through his most perilous cases yet and to the edge of the abyss
a darkness more than night it was a case some cops could live with the
torture and killing of a man who spread horrors of his own former fbi
profiler terry mccaleb is called in to decipher the grisly crime scene
shockingly the suspect he pinpoints is lapd detective harry bosch but
while bosch may have had a good reason to commit murder he has an even
better one for staying alive and for finding a suspect of his own city
of bones a dog finds a bone in the hollywood hills and unearths a
murder committed more than twenty years earlier it s a cold case but
bosch can t let it go as the investigation takes him deeper into the
past a beautiful rookie cop brings him alive in the present until a
stunningly blown mission and a brutal showdown leave bosch on the
brink of an unimaginable decision lost light for years the unsolved
murder of angella benton has haunted him bosch was taken off the young
production assistant s case when her death was linked with the violent
theft of two million dollars from a movie set both files were never
closed now retired from the lapd bosch is determined to find justice
for angella and even in the faces of a powerful and ruthless opponent
he will not back down with or without a badge together these three
riveting relentlessly paced novels take us even deeper into the
complex hero usa today has called one of the most fascinating
characters in the mystery world and show once more that michael
connelly is the most talented of crime writers the new yorker

The Harry Bosch Novels 2009
three great novels in one volume from the unstoppable international
bestseller the narrows harry bosch is adjusting to life in las vegas
as a private investigator and as a new father then he gets a call from
the widow of a friend who died recently a friend who worked on the
famous case tracking the killer known as the poet which makes his
death doubly suspicious now bosch is heading straight into the path of
the most ruthless and inventive murderer he has ever encountered the
closers three years after leaving the lapd harry is back working with
his former cop ally and partner kizmin rider assigned to the lapd s
open unsolved unit harry and kiz are immediately thrown into a
politically sensitive and dangerous case when a dna match connects a
white supremacist to the 1988 murder of a mixed race 16 year old girl
but there are some people who want the case to remain unsolved echo
park in 1993 harry bosch was assigned the case of a missing person
marie gesto the young woman was never found and the case has haunted
bosch ever since thirteen years later a man accused of two heinous
killings is willing to confess to several other murders including that



of gesto bosch s whole being as a cop begins to crack when he comes to
realise that he missed a clue that could have led him to the killer
and prevented the nine murders that followed

The Drop 2011-11-28
in his fierce search for a new case detective harry bosch discovers a
killer hiding behind suspicious dna evidence and a political
conspiracy that could destroy the los angeles police department dna
from a 1989 rape and murder matches a 29 year old convicted rapist was
he an eight year old killer or has something gone terribly wrong in
the new regional crime lab the latter possibility could compromise all
of the lab s dna cases currently in court then bosch and his partner
are called to a death scene fraught with internal politics councilman
irvin irving s son jumped or was pushed from a window at the chateau
marmont irving bosch s longtime nemesis has demanded that harry handle
the investigation relentlessly pursuing both cases bosch makes two
chilling discoveries a killer operating unknown in the city for as
many as three decades and a political conspiracy that goes back into
the dark history of the police department

The Harry Bosch Novels: Volume 3 (darkess More
Than Night, City Of Bones, Lost Light) 2008
darkness more than night the lapd asks terrence mccaleb to investigate
a series of puzzling murders and he quickly discovers that the profile
of the killer matches someone with whom he has worked in the past
detective harry bosch

The Black Echo 2012-07-19
go back to where it all began for lapd detective harry bosch star of
amazon prime s bosch in his first case the black echo a gripping
action packed thriller lapd detective harry bosch is a loner and a
nighthawk one sunday he gets a call out on his pager a body has been
found in a drainage tunnel off mulholland drive hollywood at first
sight it looks like a routine drugs overdose case but the one new
puncture wound amid the scars of old tracks leaves bosch unconvinced
to make matters worse harry bosch recognises the victim billy meadows
was a fellow tunnel rat in vietnam running against the vc and the fear
they all used to call the black echo bosch believes he let down billy
meadows once before so now he is determined to bring the killer to
justice



A Darkness More Than Night 2009-12-23
harry bosch meets an ex fbi profiler in one of the most disturbing
cases he has faced from the bestselling author of the lincoln lawyer
bosch tv starts february 2015 terry mccaleb s enforced quiet lifestyle
on the island of catalina is a far cry from the hectic excitement of
his former role as an fbi profiler however when small time criminal
edward gunn is found dead mccaleb becomes embroiled in a disturbing
and complex case leading him to cross the path of harry bosch this
infamous detective has always teetered on the brink of darkness in
order to get inside the head of the killer is it possible that he has
stepped across that finely drawn line and embraced darkness

The Concrete Blonde 2009-12-23
from the bestselling author of the lincoln lawyer and the gods of
guilt when lapd detective harry bosch shot and killed norman church
the dollmaker the police were convinced it marked the end of the
search for one of the city s most bizarre serial killers but four
years later norman church s widow is taking bosch to court accusing
him of killing the wrong man to make matters worse bosch has just
received a note eerily reminiscent of the ones the dollmaker used to
taunt him with giving him a location where a body can be found is the
dollmaker still alive or is this the work of a vicious copycat killer
determined to repeat the dollmaker s grisly feats and destroy bosch s
career in the process

Two Kinds of Truth 2017-10-31
exiled from the lapd harry bosch must clear his name uncover a ring of
prescription drug abuse and outwit a clever killer before it s too
late harry bosch exiled from the lapd is working cold cases for the
san fernando police department when all hands are called out to a
local drugstore where two pharmacists have been murdered in a robbery
bosch and the tiny town s three person detective squad sift through
the clues which lead into the dangerous big business world of
prescription drug abuse to get to the people at the top bosch must
risk everything and go undercover in the shadowy world of organized
pill mills meanwhile an old case from bosch s days with the lapd comes
back to haunt him when a long imprisoned killer claims harry framed
him and seems to have new evidence to prove it bosch left the lapd on
bad terms so his former colleagues are not keen on protecting his
reputation but if this conviction is overturned every case bosch ever
worked will be called into question as usual he must fend for himself
as he tries to clear his name and keep a clever killer in prison the
two cases wind around each other like strands of barbed wire along the



way bosch discovers that there are two kinds of truth the kind that
sets you free and the kind that leaves you buried in darkness tense
fast paced and fueled by this legendary detective s unrelenting sense
of mission two kinds of truth is proof positive that connelly writes
cops better than anyone else in the business new york post an npr best
book of 2017a times critics top book of 2017 a barnes noble best book
of 2017a south florida sun sentinel best mystery of 2017 an amazon
book of the month

Lost Light 2003
the first ever harry bosch novel the book that started it all

The Black Echo 2015-06-01
suspended from his job with the lapd harry bosch must face the darkest
parts of his past to track down his mother s killer even if it costs
him his life harry bosch s life is on the edge his earthquake damaged
home has been condemned his girlfriend has left him he s drinking too
much and after attacking his commanding officer he s even had to turn
in his l a p d detective s badge now suspended indefinitely pending a
psychiatric evaluation he s spending his time investigating an
unsolved crime from 1961 the brutal slaying of a prostitute who
happened to be his own mother even after three decades harry s
questions generate heat among l a s top politicos and as the truth
begins to emerge it becomes more and more apparent that someone wants
to keep it buried someone very powerful very cunning and very deadly
edgar award winning author michael connelly has created a dark fast
paced suspense thriller that cuts to the core of harry bosch s
character once you start it there s no turning back

The Last Coyote 2003-04-29
if the truth doesn t get him the lies will two kinds of truth is as
brilliant as anything connelly has written a super gripping thriller
evening standard harry bosch works cold cases helping out the under
funded san fernando police department when a double murder at a local
pharmacy is called in bosch is the most seasoned detective on the
scene but with experience come the ghosts of long forgotten crimes a
death row inmate claims bosch framed him and that new dna evidence
proves it the lapd investigators say the case is watertight leaving
bosch out in the wilderness to clear his name and keep a sadistic
killer behind bars there s only one person he can trust to help prove
his innocence mickey haller the lincoln lawyer as both cases tangle
around him bosch learns there are two kinds of truth the kind that won
t die and the kind that kills crime fiction doesn t get any better



than bosch one of the world s greatest crime writers daily mail harry
bosch one of the finest minds in crime fiction evening standard crime
thriller writing of the highest order guardian a master of the genre
stephen king harry bosch one of the most iconic protagonists in crime
fiction irish times a crime writing genius independent on sunday
michael connelly s detective harry bosch has been in 19 novels of
exceptional quality the times america s greatest living crime writer
daily express

The Harry Bosch Novels 2001
when an lapd narcotics officer is found with a fatal bullet wound and
a suicide note detective harry bosch follows a bloody trail of drug
murders across the mexico border working the case lapd detective harry
bosch is reminded of the primal police rule he learned long ago don t
look for the facts but the glue that holds them together soon harry s
making some very dangerous connections starting with a dead cop and
leading to a bloody string of murders that wind from hollywood
boulevard to the back alleys south of the border now this battle
scarred veteran will find himself in the center of a complex and
deadly game one in which he may be the next and likeliest victim

Two Kinds of Truth 2017-10-31
when a dog unearths evidence of a murder in the hollywood hills
detective harry bosch must tackle a cold case that sparks memories he
s tried to forget on new year s day a dog finds a bone in the
hollywood hills and unearths a murder committed more than twenty years
earlier it s a cold case but for detective harry bosch it stirs up
memories of his childhood as an orphan he can t let it go as the
investigation takes bosch deeper into the past a beautiful rookie cop
brings him alive in the present no official warning can break them
apart or prepare bosch for the explosions when the case takes a few
hard turns suddenly all of l a is in an uproar and bosch fighting to
keep control is driven to the brink of an unimaginable decision

The Black Ice 2002-01-01
in this 1 new york times bestseller detective harry bosch and his
rookie partner investigate a cold case that gets very hot very fast in
the lapd s open unsolved unit not many murder victims die a decade
after the crime so when a man succumbs to complications from being
shot by a stray bullet ten years earlier bosch catches a case in which
the body is still fresh but any other clues are virtually nonexistent
even a veteran cop would find this one tough going but bosch s new
partner detective lucia soto has no homicide experience a young star



in the department soto has been assigned to bosch so that he can pass
on to her his hard won expertise now bosch and soto are tasked with
solving a murder that turns out to be highly charged and politically
sensitive beginning with the bullet that has been lodged for years in
the victim s spine they must pull new leads from years old evidence
and these soon reveal that the shooting was anything but random as
their investigation picks up speed it leads to another unsolved case
with even greater stakes the deaths of several children in a fire that
occurred twenty years ago but when their work starts to threaten
careers and lives bosch and soto must decide whether it is worth
risking everything to find the truth or if it s safer to let some
secrets stay buried in a swiftly moving novel as relentless and
compelling as its hero michael connelly shows once again why harry
bosch is one of the most popular and enduring figures in american
crime fiction chicago tribune

City of Bones 2002-04-16
in this tense thriller and 1 new york times bestseller detective harry
bosch teams up with lincoln lawyer mickey haller to track down a
killer who just might find them first wall street journal detective
harry bosch has retired from the lapd but his half brother defense
attorney mickey haller needs his help a woman has been brutally
murdered in her bed and all evidence points to haller s client a
former gang member turned family man though the murder rap seems
ironclad mickey is sure it s a setup bosch doesn t want anything to do
with crossing the aisle to work for the defense he feels it will undo
all the good he s done in his thirty years as a homicide cop but
mickey promises to let the chips fall where they may if harry proves
that his client did it under the rules of discovery they are obliged
to turn over the evidence to the prosecution though it goes against
all his instincts bosch reluctantly takes the case the prosecution s
file just has too many holes and he has to find out for himself if
haller s client didn t do it then who did with the secret help of his
former lapd partner lucy soto harry starts digging soon his
investigation leads him inside the police department where he realizes
that the killer he s been tracking has also been tracking him
thrilling fast paced and impossible to put down the crossing shows
without a shadow of doubt that connelly is a master of building
suspense wall street journal

The Burning Room 2014-11-03
an execution on the overlook above the mulholland dam entangles bosch
with fbi agent rachel walling and homeland security the brilliant
thirteenth harry bosch novel from the award winning no 1 bestselling



author when a physicist is murdered in la it seems the killer has no
fear of publicity leaving the body on the mulholland overlook a site
with a stunning view over the city and when it s discovered that the
victim turned over a quantity of a lethal chemical to his killer
before he died harry knows he has more than just a single death to
worry about alongside the forces of homeland security harry realises
he must solve the murder or face unimaginable consequences

The Crossing 2015-11-03
there s chaos in hollywood on new year s eve lapd detective renee
ballard seeks shelter to wait out the traditional rain of lead as
hundreds of revellers shoot their guns into the air as reports of
damage start to roll in ballard is called to a scene where a
hardworking shop owner has been fatally shot in the middle of a
crowded street party it doesn t take long to determine that the deadly
bullet could not have fallen from the sky her investigation leads her
to look into another unsolved murder a case worked by detective harry
bosch ballard and bosch team up once again to find out where the old
and new cases intersect

The Overlook 2009-03-12
after what seems like a routine murder investigation lapd detective
harry bosch finds himself in hong kong facing the highest stakes case
of his life bringing his kidnapped daughter home fortune liquors is a
small shop in a tough south l a neighborhood a store bosch has known
for years the murder of john li the store s owner hits bosch hard and
he promises li s family that he ll find the killer the world bosch
steps into next is unknown territory he brings in a detective from the
asian gang unit for help with translation not just of languages but
also of the cultural norms and expectations that guided li s life he
uncovers a link to a hong kong triad a lethal and far reaching crime
ring that follows many immigrants to their new lives in the u s and
instantly his world explodes the one good thing in bosch s life the
person he holds most dear is taken from him and bosch travels to hong
kong in an all or nothing bid to regain what he s lost in a place
known as nine dragons as the city s hungry ghosts festival burns
around him bosch puts aside everything he knows and risks everything
he has in a desperate bid to outmatch the triad s ferocity featuring
ebook bonus materials including an in depth interview with the author
about writing nine dragons photos from his exciting travels while
writing the book and a link to an online promotional video endfragment



The Dark Hours 2022

Nine Dragons 2009-10-13
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